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where dF/da and dF/dR are found by using 0.01% 
changes in a and R. Convergence to the exact values 
is quite rapid requiring only three or four passes. 
Using a CDC 3600 computer where each pass re-
quired 8 sec, a neutral stability curve was found in 
approximately 10 min if initial guesses were made 
carefully. 
V. RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS 
The velocity profiles corresponding to an imposed 
wall temperature difference of from A r = 0 ° F to AT= 
200°F are shown in Fig. 1. Since the viscosity of 
water decreases with increasing temperature, the re-
sultant velocity profiles became skewed as | AT | 
increases; the maximum velocity is shifted toward 
the hotter wall. 
Figure 2 shows that if the viscosity gradient terms 
are neglected in the stability analysis, the resultant 
neutral stability curve is shifted to the right as | AT \ 
increases, thus indicating a more stable flow situa-
tion. This agrees with the results of Potter and 
Smith.2 In contrast, when the terms are accounted 
for, the flow becomes destabilized as | AT | increases 
which is the same effect noted by Wazzan et al.6 I t 
should also be noted that a double critical point did not 
appear in the neutral stability curve when the viscosity 
gradient terms were included in the equation. How-
ever, neglecting the viscous terms led to the appear-
ance of an inflection point (or possibly a double 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Hester and Sonin1 have recently proposed a method 
of determining the ion temperature in a plasma by 
measuring the transient current drawn by a long, 
cylindrical Langmuir probe to which a large, negative 
potential has been applied stepwise. They performed 
some computations showing that the ion current ex-
critical point for other AT's) at a Reynolds number 
of approximately 32 000 for AT=100°F (Fig. 2) . 
Hence, even though the viscosity gradient terms are 
small, their inclusion is extremely important. The 
results of Potter and Smith2 and Mott and Joseph3 
are thus concluded to be in error. 
Figure 3 plots the variation, of wave speed with 
Reynolds number for various values of temperature 
difference At. 
Figure 4 plots the variation of the critical Reynolds 
number with wall temperature difference AT. I t can 
be seen that the temperature difference between the 
plates has a definite destabilizing effect; there is a 50% 
reduction in critical Reynolds number resulting from 
a 140°F temperature difference. 
The curves for A r = 0 ° F (Fig. 2) represent iso-
thermal Poiseuille flow and agree with the accepted 
results of Thomas.1 Eigenfunctions are also plotted 
in Fig. 5 for A r = 0 ° F and for A r = 2 0 0 ° F . 
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hibits an initial overshoot which is very sensitive to 
the ion temperature when the probe radius is small 
compared with the Debye length. Such an effect 
would be of considerable interest for diagnostic pur-
poses because steady-state probe response is, under 
all conditions, very weakly dependent on that plasma 
property.2 
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A theory is presented for a method, recently proposed by Hester and Sonin, of determining the ion 
temperature in a plasma by measuring the transient current to a cylindrical Langmuir probe after applying 
a potential Vp{ — eVpy>KTe) under conditions where collection is collision free and the ratio of probe radius 
to Debye length is small. The ion component of the current does not approach its final steady-state value 
monotonicalfy, but exhibits a strong, ion-temperature-dependent overshoot in the first few ion-plasma 
periods following the biasing of the probe. Analytical formulas are derived for the case of a Maxwellian 
plasma, and convenient graphical results are presented. The possible masking of the overshoot by a transient 
displacement current is discussed; it is shown how to avoid such displacement effects. For the overshoot 
to be sensitive to the ion temperature T„ the probe must be near plasma (zero) potential before applying 
V1,(eVp~<0.lKTe, VP~ being that initial potential); this is not a drawback of the method, but, on the 
contrary, it can be used to accurately determine plasma potential along with T,. 
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In this paper, we present a theoretical formulation 
of that problem which yields both a simple analytical 
formula for the transient current and a clear under-
standing of the overshoot. The treatment is limited 
to the first ion-plasma period following the biasing 
of the probe, which is the region where the response 
is most sensitive to the ion temperature. The basic 
approach is discussed in the next section. In Sec. I l l 
we derive some needed results about the potential 
field set up by the probe. The qualitative behavior 
of the ion current is discussed in Sec. IV, where quan-
titative, final formulas are also presented (details of 
. the derivation are given in the Appendix). The reader 
only interested in the applications may go directly to 
Sec. V, where the results are resumed and a detailed 
discussion of the usefulness and experimental limita-
tions of the method is given. In particular, the pos-
sible masking of the overshoot by the displacement 
current, which is registered in the external measuring 
circuitry together with the ion current, is discussed. 
It is shown how to make the influence of the dis-
placement current negligible. Also, an alternative, 
pulsed probe method is suggested in which displace-
ment effects cancel out. 
II. BASIC FORMULATION 
Consider the problem of a quiescent plasma and an 
infinitely long, cylindrical Langmuir probe of radius rp 
to which a negative potential Vp (relative to the 
plasma) is applied at t=0. It is desired to obtain the 
ion current to the probe for positive times. The po-
tential field V is governed by Poisson's equation, 
which in nondimensional form is 
dp dp 
with boundary conditions 
where 
t=-eV/nTe, p=r/rp> 
e = rp/\D, ni=ZiNi/N0, ne=Ne/N0; 
Ne and N{ are the electron and ion densities, Te and 
2Vo the unperturbed electron temperature and density, 
r is the radial distance to the probe axis, Zi is the 
ion charge number and XD is the electron Debye 
length (KTe/ire^No)112. Here it will be assumed that 
all mean free paths are large compared with AB, so 
that if «<0(1), current collection will be collision-
free and n„ and %i will be given by the corresponding 
time-dependent Vlasov equation. Simple dimensional 
considerations then show that 
y(r>0)/ iM= (j/jJlr, 6, fc,, /?, {me/mi}-], (2) 
where 
0=Ti/ZiTe, T — cOpil; 
j is the ion current density, j„ is the steady-state 
current density corresponding to the probe potential 
Vp, ioPi is the ion-plasma frequency (iire^ZiNo/nii)112, 
me is the electron mass, and W; and Ti are the ion 
mass and temperature, respectively; Eq. (2) will also 
depend on the probe potential for negative times, if 
that is not zero. One expects j/j„—*l as T—»». 
The general solution of the problem defined above 
is quite difficult. We are interested, however, in spe-
cific conditions under which j/jK does not increase 
monotonically from j(r = 0)/j„ to 1, but exhibits a 
strong overshoot. It is quite fortunate that such con-
ditions also result in a considerable simplification of 
the problem. We assume the following: 
(a) The probe is at plasma potential at r < 0 . The 
selection of any other initial probe potential would 
somewhat mask the influence of Z\ on the overshoot, 
since this influence depends on the initial distribution 
function in the neighborhood of the probe. (This 
point will be discussed at length in Sec. V.) Then, 
the initial plasma state is2 
^ ( p , r < 0 ) = 0 , 
n,(p, T < 0 ) =»<(/», T < 0 ) = 1-7T-1 sin-1/)-1, (3) 
i ( r<0 ) =eN0(2ir)-1',i(KTi/miyi\ (4) 
(b) I/VJM. This assumption allows us to neglect the 
electron current. Moreover, it leads to a simple ex-
pression for n„ 
« ( = e x p ( - ^ ) , (5) 
valid everywhere except in the neighborhood of the 
probe, where ne will be exponentially small anyway 
[see also condition (d) below]. The equilibrium with 
the field will be reached in a few electron-plasma 
periods, so that the dependence of (2) on me/mi will 
disappear for, say, T > 0 . 1 . 
(c) \//pS>l3, and (d) e<<Cl. These two conditions are 
found to be essential for the appearance of a large 
overshoot. Condition (d) also implies that steady-
state current collection will be orbital motion limited, 
so that2 
jx=eN0 Itihr^-ZieVp/myi*, (6) 





X s m r W J- (7) 
Furthermore, (d) greatly simplifies the determination 
of \p, and also contributes to the validity of Eq. (5), 
since a region of order of rv, where Eq. (5) fails, 
then contains a negligible amount of negative charge 
even if w„=0(l). 
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All these conditions greatly simplify the analysis. 
First, it is possible to derive an accurate analytical 
expression for d\j//dp without simultaneously solving 
the ion Vlasov equation. That expression is only valid 
in a certain (large) neighborhood of the probe. This 
restricts the theory to times bound by an upper value 
rm, since for sufficiently long times the probe will be 
collecting ions that were initially outside that neigh-
borhood. Fortunately, again, the overshoot occurs at 
shorter times, and is, in fact, most sensitive to Ti in 
the T range where the theory is valid. 
Second, once the field is known ion trajectories may 
be determined explicitly. Moreover, the current to 
the probe is now linear in the initial ion distribution 
function and this allows a further simplification. Let 
fi be the ion distribution function after integration 
over the velocity parallel to the probe. We shall as-
sume that far away from the probe /< is isotropic: 
fi(p-~>cc)=Zi-lNogM, 
where vx is the ion speed in the p-</> plane (0 being 
a polar angle). /< is normalized such that 
2irvig(v±) dvi=l; 
(8) 
for a Maxwellian plasma, 
g= (nii/lTKTi) exp(-miV±*/2KTi). 
Then, we clearly have 
/ < ( T < 0 ) = ZrlNQg(v±), | T ( > sin-y-1, (9a) 
= 0, [ 7 | < sin-y-1, (9b) 
where 7 is a velocity-vector angle ( — 7r<7<7r); this 
is illustrated in Fig. 1. For any g, Eqs. (9) result in 
the initial density given by Eq. (3); the ion depletion 
is due to the particle loss caused by thermal motion. 
Now let j * be the current density obtained by as-
suming an initial ion distribution function with all 
ions having velocities with the same direction and 
magnitude, vx*; see Fig. 2, where the polar axis has 
been chosen parallel to the velocity for simplicity, 
(We note that in the shaded area there are no ions 
FIG. 1. Diagram for initial ion distribution function. 
FIG. 2. Diagram showing regions A* and B* for simplest 
initial ion distribution function; density is zero in shaded region, 
No/Zj outside it. 4* is the set of initial positions of ions that 
will be collected at positive times. 
while outside it the density is uniform, No/Zi.) Then, 
one easily concludes from the symmetry of the problem 
that j may be written as 
j ( r > 0 ) ; 2nvx*g(vx*) dvx*j*(vx*, r > 0 ) . (10) 
Finally, the determination of j * itself may be sim-
plified by using the following approach. The nonshaded 
region of Fig. 2 may be divided in two mutually 
exclusive parts A* and B*. A point p-cj> belongs to A* 
if an ion having such initial coordinates will hit the 
probe at some time T > 0 . Computing the time of flight 
of an A* ion to the probe we may then define a func-
tion O*(T) that represents the area of region ^4* that 
has been "collected" by the time r. From the uni-
formity of the density it follows that 
or 
2irrpj*=eNoda*/dt 
r ( W dr 
where &* is a nondimensional area, &* = a*/rp2. For the 
time-averaged current we have 
fir') dr' = e&* 
\W- (11) 
In the next section we will find the aforementioned 
expression for the electric field dip/dp. Subsequently, 
qualitative (Sec. IV) and quantitative (appendix) 
derivations of &*(r) will be given. Once &*{r) is 
known, both j{r) and j(r) follow immediately from 
Eqs. (10) and (11). 
III. THE POTENTIAL FIELD 
To compute d*(r) we shall have to integrate the 
electric field d\p/dp along the trajectory of a particle 
to obtain its velocity and its time of flight to the 
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probe. A formal expression for d\p/dp can be obtained Let s be the minimum value of p such that fa(s) = 
from Eq. (1), fa(s); such a value exists, whether finite or infinite 
, . , •, , „„ because <A2(0O)=^'i(00). I t follows that 
—-= 1 - - / P dP'p(P',T), (12) ,, 
aP p p , / l 0 = ^ i ( j ) - ^ ( j ) = ^ ( « , - 8 i ) l n j + / p r fp ln -
where Jl P 
8=-+p-ity/dp U , v^m-n.; X{F£MP), p1-F£fa(P), P~])<fa(h~h) lm 
Eq. (12) may be rewritten as
 + J* p dp l n s_ {Fl£fa(P), P ] - F £ ^ ( p ) , p]} < 0 , 
V; ~ ~~~ + - ?U> -1 . ) VHP> T) >, (13) proving that 52 cannot be less than 5i. 
Upper and lower bounds for 8(TF^0) can now be 
(p) being given by found. The right-hand side of Eq. (1) is then, ac-
rp2 cording to Eqs. (3) and (5), 
(P*-l){v) = vd(p'>). (14) 
h
 JF = 6 2 C l - e x p ( - ^ ) ] - ( e V 7 r ) s i n - 1 p - 1 . 
We note tha t 5 is proportional to the electric field a t Tnt r oducin2 
the probe. I ts relation to the over-all charge density 
follows easily from (12): F»m\jhm(j>), p3 = e 2 [ l - e x p ( - < W ] - («"/«•) s i i r V 1 
^^[pdpv^[pdpV){[pdpVlnpy. (15) ^>l-ex P ( - W , 
Thus, S~l represents the logarithm of a characteristic _
 2 (1) / 2 / \ • - I - i 
shielding distance. — e^2 \e/ir) P 
To carry out the aforementioned integrations we ^2(1)<1—exp(—i/>p), 
shall substitute constants 5 and V for 5 (T) and {v(P, r ) ) 
in Eq. (13). Our purpose is to show that 5 and (with our theorem can be seen to apply if F->FU fa-* fa, 
some restrictions on p) (v) vary little, and to find and F2m-*F2, faa)->fa; therefore, S(rW0)<§2 (1). For 
close bounds for them; this will allow us to choose a lower bound, let us introduce 
appropriate values for 6 and V, and to determine the
 (2)|- 2 ) , . , _ ! r f — ^ i 
error in the approximations used. The basic approach 1 *-fa \P)> PJ —e L — exp(, p)j 
will be to study the limits r—>0 and T—>°°, for which — (e2/ir) sin_1p-1> fa^^-P, 
v is known explicitly [see Eqs. (3), (5), and (7 ) ] . . 
(20) 
A, Bounds for 5 at r ? ao 3 and T—> OO =
 e2 {[1 _ e x p (— p) IJp} fa (2) 
We must first establish the following theorem: Let — (e2/7r) sin - 1p_ 1 } fa(2)<P> 
fa(P) be defined by 
where p==l — exp(—^j,). Our theorem again applies 
p->~P~h = FMp),Pl P > 1 , (16) - ^ n f C ^ ^ h a n d F l ^ F l ' * " " * ' t h U S 
ap aP 8(TttO)>$iw. 
. / ^ , ' i / \
 n /i>7\ Eor S(T-^OO) we have [according to Eq. (7 ) ] 
faW=fa, > M ° ° ) = 0 , (17) 
e2 Z"00 
where &=1, 2, and ft is bounded, compatible with i? = e2[ l —exp(—^)] / dstxp(-s) 
Eqs. (17), and such that fa is continuous and mono- T ° 
tonic. Let 
F£f, P1>PIU, Pi P>1> ^ > / > 0 , (18) 
Xsin-1 
1/2 
and i ? £ / , p] be nondecreasing i n / . Then, 52>5i if as the right-hand side of Eq. (1). An upper bound 
follows immediately: S(r—><») < 5 ( r « 0 ) < 8 2 u ) since 
> s in^p - 1 
S*= -fa 'dfa/dp |„=1. 5 F / # > 0 and 
To prove this let us assume that S2<Si. Integrating ,.M r /,/, -LAA: 
(16) twice we get / ds exp(—s) sin - 1 p~M f 
•'o L \y+ps/ 
f P 
fa = fa[i-h l n p ] + / p' rfp' In - Fhlfa(p'), p ' ] . for 0<fa<fa. For a lower bound we note that if | > / 3 , 
1 P
 t hen8(T^>°O, j s )>5( r ->°o ,£ ) since ( ^ „ + ^ ) / ( ^ + / 3 * ) < 
Thus in a certain neighborhood of 1, we have fa>fa. (\f/p+0s)/(fa-{-0s) for s>0 and 0<fa<fa.; thus, it suf-
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Fro. 3. Auxiliary function Y vs ^ p and e. 
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fices to find a lower bound for S(T—><*>, /3—>0). Let us 
introduce 
2?i»> = 
e2 f° ! [1 — exp( — p)~\ / dsexp(-s) 
X Uir, sin-1 
,. l~exp(-j>) 
X \\TV, sin"" 
, ( 3 ) . ;r /fe exp( — s) 
tp+Ps 1/2 
(21) 
where again />=1 — exp(—\j/v), and in the brackets 
inside the integrals above, the second terms are to 
be used whenever the arguments of sin-1 are less 
than 1; otherwise, ir/2 should be used. Notice that 
we have retained a finite /8: if /3—»0 in (25), ^iC3) cannot 
be made to vanish at infinity. However, if we let 
(3—>0 after solving for i/<i(3) and 5i(3), we find a finite 
<Si<3); this peculiar behavior is related to the well-
known singularity of the cold-ion limit in the steady-
state theory of ion-attracting cylindrical probes.2 We 
also note that F^ is not a point function but a func-
tional of i/'1<3), because of the appearance in Eq. (25) 
of p(3), defined as the point where \pi(3) = p; making 
F—>Fz, f—Hpi and i?i(3)—>Fi, ^i(3)—>^i, one can see that 
(18) is nevertheless satisfied4 and that Fi, i.e., -Fi(3), 
satisfies a certain nondecreasing condition: if ^i(3)(p') < 
4>(p') in the entire range l<p '<p , then Fi®|>i(8), p]< 
Fi(3)[}p, p]. Accounting for this, our theorem may be 
seen to apply again, giving S(T—>OO, /?) >d (T—>°o; 
/3-+0)>5!<3>. 
B. Bounds for (v) at T ~ 0 and 7—»<*> 
For T£«0, we have !>=1 —ir-1 sin-1p-1--exp( —$) • 
Thus, i>(l)£^J, and as p increases, v rapidly approaches 
unity and remains close to it until the electron density 
becomes important. Since space charge does not affect 
the field close to the probe, it is clear that in a certain 
(large) neighborhood of the probe (v) can be well 
approximated by a constant close to unity. 
A natural limit to this region can be obtained by 
substituting a constant 8 for S(r) [see Eq. (24) 
below] in (13) and defining 
pm=(2^5)1 '2e- (22) 
Since pm2ii>l and d\p/dp should be negative, we must 
have (^)p2/pm2<l so that for p>pm> (v) decays rap-
idly. Using t^2a) and i/^2), as given by Eqs. (16), (17), 
(19), and (20), as approximations for ^ ( T « 0 ) , we 
find that (v) at p=pm is always larger than 0.60. 
We have therefore 0.60<(;')<1 for l < p < p m (by 
P^Pm we mean that p can be slightly larger than pm; 
typically, p<l . lpm) . 
Equations (3) and (7) show that »,-(T—>»)< 
«,-(T?^0). On the other hand, n,(r—*oo)<w«.(r^0) 
too, since 5 (T—>=O)<5(T^0) . Using i^i(3) as an ap-
proximation for (^T—><=o) it can be verified that 0.60< 
(v)< 1 in the range 1 <p <pm for T—>«>. 
The condition p<pm will appear again in our anal-
ysis. We may consider pm as a sheath radius since 
lnp,„ is always close to 5_1, and moreover both the 
charge density and the electric field decay rapidly for 
p>pm. It may be illustrative to note that assuming 
an idealized charge density v—1 up to a certain dis-
tance pp and v~0 for P>PF, the left equality on 
Eq. (15) gives pp = pm. The right equality then yields 
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5= (lnpm—5) 1; this may be used as an approximate 
equation for 8 
2r 1=lni />+ln5-21n6+ln2-l . (23) 
C. Bounds for Arbitrary r 
According to Eqs. (3) and (7) there is a net de-
crease in the ion density around the probe, between 
r = 0 and T=a>. Let us assume that this ion deple-
tion is monotonic in time. Then, < 5 ( T « 0 ) > 5 ( T ) > 
5(T—>co) since 5 goes down with the ion density. 
It also follows that 0.60< (c)< 1 for l < p <pm for all T. 
Actually, the preceding conclusions would hold under 
the weaker condition M,'(r«0)>«; (?-)>«,• (7—><»). In 
fact, since both 5 and (v) depend on »,- in a global 
way only, even this weaker condition could be locally 
violated without invalidating the general conclusions 
on 8 and (v). The assumption 3«,/3r<0 appears to 
be well justified since the current density j(r) ex-
ceeds j„ quite soon and remains that way thereafter. 
We are now in a position to write an approxima-
tion to Eq. (13). We define 1/5 as (1/252(1)) + (l/25^»). 
This can be rewritten as 
l/6 = lnrL+Y, (24) 
where the function F(e, yj/P) has been calculated and 
is given in Fig. 3. We also define 
P=0.80. (25) 
Then, we approximate Eq. (13) as 
f.zMf !_.,£), !<,<,„,.
 (26) 
Op P \ Pml 
All three <5i(2), <52a>, and 5i(3> are very close to each 
other so that the error in equating <5(r) to 8 is very 
small. The error goes down with increasing \j/p and 
e-1: for ^j,= 6_1=10 the error is less than 5% and for 
6~1 = 102, \pp> 10, it is less than 1%. This estimate 
is conservative since the lower bound for 5 was ob-
tained from the limit T—><=o while only limited values 
of T will be studied. Moreover, d\j//dp will only be 
used under integral signs, leading to smaller effective 
errors. 
The approximation {v)=v has a maximum possible 
error of ±0.20. We again note that the integrations 
to be performed on d\f//dp should reduce the error 
(typically to ±0.10). The influence that the use of 
Eq. (26) may have in the determination of the ion 
temperature will be discussed in Sec. V. 
IV. ION CURRENT BEHAVIOR 
The general behavior of j/jx can be determined 
from a qualitative discussion of the function J*/jK> 
by setting IU* equal to the ion thermal velocity. 
Since angular momentum is conserved, the equation 
for the radial motion of an ion can immediately be 
integrated by using Eq. (26); in nondimensional form 
we find 
-i?e2(po2-p2), (27) 
where r0( = rppo) and $0 are the initial coordinates of 
the ion, and 
0*=mi(vi.*y/2Z{KTe. (28) 
For (p0, 4>o) to belong to A* (Fig. 2) the right-hand 
side of Eq. (27) must be nonnegative at p = l . This 
leads to 
I sin^o I <G(po)/po, 
(29) 
G s [ l + ( a * ) - i lnp 0 2-P(po 2- l ) /aW] 1 ' 2 , a*=2/3*/ty3. 
For a*< l there is a value p 5 >l such that G(pa) = 
p3; then, G(p0)/po>l for po<p3. As shown below the 
regime of interest is a * « l ; condition (c) (Sec. II) 
insures that such condition is satisfied in our analysis. 
The boundary of A* given by the equal sign in (29), 
and denoted by PA{4>), then has the shape schemat-
ically represented in Fig. 2. Now, for, say, p<p,„/3 
we have d^p/dp^p"1 [see Eq. (26)], and it may be 
shown that if p0 is in that region, the mean velocity 
of an ion on its trip to the probe is nearly independent 
of po] specifically, one finds p0/ro^pm, where T0(PO, <£O) 
is the time of flight to the probe. Therefore, (as long 
as po<pa) we have ^*(T)«PM 2T2°:^J )ST2 /62 and 
J*/j„ oc e W , , 1 ' 2 oc ^ V S / e . (30) 
The function J*/i» grows linearly with r until T = T<1= 
ro(po=ps> 4>o = ir/2), at which point the dependence of 
d* on T, originally quadratic, becomes nearly linear; 
for even larger r, ions from outside the d\p/dp<*p~l 
region will begin to be collected so that po/r0 will 
decrease rapidly and therefore, j*/jK will peak and 
begin to fall. (It is easy to verify that J*/jK-^l as 
r-^00.) From (29) we get p ^ G A ^ * ) 1 ' ^ ^ / / ? * ) ] 1 ' 2 
so that putting T = Tqttpg/pm in Eq. (30) we get the 
peak current 
J*/?«« (\M3*)1/25Dn(W//3*)]1/2. (31) 
Equation (31) is fairly insensitive to the value of e; 
this prediction is supported by the numerical results 
of Ref. 1. 
The peak can be far greater than unity and de-
pends on j8*. This overshoot may be seen as caused 
by the sudden setup of the potential field which traps 
low angular momentum ions in the neighborhood of 
the probe (in the steady-state corresponding to a 
probe potential \j/p most of that neighborhood would 
be populated by high-angular momentum ions); when 
ft* decreases, pq increases and the low angular mo-
mentum region increases too. 
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FIG. 4. Auxiliary function Z V S I J and 
a. Curves end at 2/3/iM«0.3. X, <r, X 
and i? are defined in Eqs. (33), (35), and
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Eventually, however, a value of /3* is reached for 
which pg moves out of the d^/dp^p"1 region; the 
growth of J*/jx, as given in (30), is then stopped 
by the rapid decrease in po/ro before the boundary 
of A* is reached. The effect is the same for all smaller 
P* so that the current is now insensitive to the actual 
value of |3*.5 The critical value of /3* is found by 
putting PqP&pm, i.e., T 8 « 1 leading to /3*oce2; the maxi-
mum possible current peak is 
f/U«+vm~5/e (32) 
which is roughly proportional to (eln«-1)_1. This con-
clusion is supported by the computations of Ref. 1. 
For increasing ion temperatures a* goes up and 
point q in Fig. 2 moves down, reaching p= 1 at a*= 1. 
For a*>l , we have G(p0)/po<l for all p0 so that d* 
never grows quadratically in r; thus, a*< l may 
roughly be considered as a necessary condition for the 
overshoot. The numerical results of Ref. 1 (largest 
a*?y0.70) support this prediction too. 
To conclude the preceding discussion we note that 
(a) for pA <pm, the maximum possible error in PA(4>), 
due to equating {v) to V is about 1% 6 and the one 
due to equating 5 to I about 2%; (b) in principle, 
condition (29) is necessary but not sufficient for 
(po, 4>o) to belong to A*. For sufficiency, the right-
hand side of Eq. (27) has to be positive for all p 
between po and 1; in other words, no transient po-
tential barriers should appear. I t is easy to verify, 
however, that this more stringent requirement is in-
deed satisfied for po<>pm whenever (29) is.7 
The quantitative determination of j/jx involves 
essentially four steps: (1) Computation of the time 
of flight to the probe r0(po, 4>o) starting from Eq. (27). 
(2) Inversion of that expression to find pmax (<£o, r ) , 
the maximum po collected at a given r for each 4>o-
(3) Integration over (p0, 4>o), within the bounds p0< 
PA(4>), Pmax, to obtain d* and therefore J*/j„. (4) In-
tegration over v±* using the undisturbed ion distribu-
tion function [see Eqs. (8) and (10)]. The derivation 
is long and tedious; details are given in the Appendix. 
The final formula is 
1/U = [*wV (8*„) 1/2r]Z (<r, „, pm), (33) 
X=Xi+Xt-Xt, (34) 
where p,„, <r, r; are given by Eqs. (22), 
ir erf(ln<r)1/2= {l^yih-W^+vg^)-^, (35) 
i}=20(tr-l)/GfcpS ln<r2); (36) 
v and 5 are given by Eqs. (25), (24), and Fig. 3; 
&=0.75, (37) 
and 





X e x p ( - r 1 ) erfcr1*], (38) 
X2= 
1 + 4 / W ' 2 2 V a*-1 
3pm2 ln<r2 ••i/2 (m?) 
-1/2 
^ 3 = — + 5 r - 1 s i n - V - 1 + 
2(T2 
Xexp(-^- 1) , (39) 
(1-a-2)1 '2 
X U2-l/ . (40) 
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to the ion temperature and may be used for diagnostic 
purposes. The results of the present theory may be 
used to this effect. Let — eVp/KTe=\pp and rp/\D = £ 
(to be known from conventional steady-state mea-
surements, say) and let 
FIG. 5. Time dependence of nondimensional ion current j/jca\ 
e = 10~!, i/.p=15. Dashed lines, computations of Ref. 1; full lines, 
present theory. 
It is shown in the Appendix that TO is about 2.80 
for po=pm, so that preceding results will be valid for 
r<3. Also, both \j/p and e~l must be large. 
X is given graphically in Fig. 4 for 5<<r<5.78X102 
(this is the largest value of a for the e, \pp range men-
tioned in Ref. 6). We note that (a) for a> 100, X is 
practically independent of a, and (b) Fig. 4 does not 
depend on p,»: we used an appropriate, intermediate 
value of pm for each curve, and the error for other 
values of pm is less than ± 1 % (^2 is never more 
than 2% of X). 
For comparison with the approximate numerical 
computations of Ref. 1, in Fig. 5 we give j/jx versus T 
for e=10~2, ^ , = 15 and several values of /?, from both 
those computations and our formula. The agreement 
is good.8 
V. CONCLUSIONS 
We have derived an analytical formula for the 
transient ion current to a long cylindrical Langmuir 
probe in a quiescent plasma, assuming that at time 
l = 0 a large, negative potential relative to the plasma 
( — eVp^KTe, KTi) is applied to the probe. We also 
assumed that the probe was originally at zero po-
tential, that the ion distribution function is Max-
wellian, and that the Debye length \D is small 
compared with all mean free paths and large com-
pared with the probe radius rp. 
The ion current density j{t) exhibits a large over-
shoot before approaching its new steady-state value j v 
Ci» is given by Eq. (6)]. This overshoot is sensitive 
i» •'o 3* 
be the nondimensional, time-averaged current density 
experimentally measured as a function of Tmupit 
where o>Pi is the ion plasma frequency. Then, a single 
point in the curve Jm/jK versus T can yield the ion 
temperature: For any couple of values (jm/y»,r), the 
quantities a and X, as defined by Eqs. (35) and 
^=( jViJ (8^) 1 / 2 (7T6^)-V, (41) 
can be evaluated; then r)(<r, X) can be obtained from 
Fig. 4, and the temperature ratio follows from 
pmTi/ZiT^^Ji ln<rV2(<72-1). (42) 
In these equations 8 is defined by Eq. (24), where 
F(e, \pp) is given by Fig. 3, and V and g2 are given 
by Eqs. (25) and (37). The value of T chosen should, 
optimally, be between 2 and 2.5 (if r is too small, 
X may be too close to unity to determine ?/ from 
Fig. 4, while for T>3 our analysis breaks down). 
While deriving an analytical formula for J,„/jK 
Cgiven in Eq. (33) and below it], certain functions 8, 
(v), and g2, which vary between narrow bounds, were 
approximated inside a number of integrals by the 
constants 8 (in time), V, and g3. These approxima-
tions produce errors in the determination of 2\, that 
follow easily from Eqs. (33) to (42). For large <r, 
we can write Ttcc (ir+g2VT2)ri[_X(<r)~], and a^8ll2(ir+ 
ftPi"2)-1'2, while for 2<?7<30 we roughly have X ^ l — 
0.20 ln^. From the bounds of 5 found in Sec. I l l we 
get an upper estimate for the possible error due to 
our equating 5 to 8, of less than 10%.6 At T = 1 . 5 
we get a similar result for the product gzv. We would 
like to stress that these are very conservative esti-
mates and that the actual error in Tt should not be 
larger than a few percent. 
The error due to giP grows with T; our estimate 
for it reaches 20% at T = 2 . 8 0 . Again, this is a very 
conservative estimate, but clearly indicates that the 
theory should not be used, except for gross predic-
tions, for T larger than, say, 3. It should be pointed 
out that there is also a lower bound for r (say r = 0.1) 
which arises from the use of the Boltzmann law for 
the electron density pEq. (5)].3 
The restricted range 0.1 <T <3 creates an experi-
mental limitation. To resolve time on the ion plasma 
frequency scale it is necessary that the time constant 
RC of the measuring device be very small compared 
with the ion plasma period, 27r/«Pi. Assuming that 
the resistance R is governed by the requirement that 
the probe current give rise to a potential V~iiY,Vd~~s V 
across it, and that the capacitance of the circuit is 
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C—cX 10~12 F, we obtain the condition 
w«3X 10-Yp1/2e (l/\D) A W (jm/ja), (43) 
where I is the length of the probe, For typical in-
strumentation, v should not be less than about unity, 
and c would be larger than unity, but of that order. 
We may use j/j^ from Eq. (33) for jm/j„ in (43), 
with X between 0.2 and unity; then, typically we get 
the condition <A;p(iVoAD3)Z/Ai>»10s. 
An important point to consider is whether the cur-
rent measured (that is the current in the circuit out-
side the plasma) can really be identified with the ion 
current as we have done until now. The equation for 
probe charge conservation is 
Jo= — =j-J,-Jm, (44) 
where q„ is the surface charge density, j and je are 
the ion and electron plasma current densities, and 
2irrpljm is the current measured experimentally; je may 
be neglected because it is exponentially small in i/p 
so that our method will be useful as long as jx>/j is 
small. The displacement current jr> is due to the re-
arrangement in space-charge density following the 
application of the potential Vp. We have jo= (47r)_1 
{6/at) (-dV/d^r^^VpiAwr^dd/dt, where the func-
tion 5(r) was studied in Sec. III. Time averaging 
we find 
JD/J. = *tpmiS (r) - 5 ( T « 0 ) ]/2!'26r. (45) 
Notice that we averaged j D between rP^O (for nu-
merical purposes r=0.1)3 and r. The average of j m 
to be used in Eq. (41) should be understood in the 
same sense. It is convenient to define this kind of 
average because only for very small T ( T < 0 . 1 ) will jo 
be large. 
A conservative estimate of [S(T) — <5(TftriO)Jr_1, 
would appear to be [5(T—>»)—5(T?a0)](27r)_1 be-
cause the calculations of Ref. 1 indicate that the 
asymptotic approach to 6(T—>«>) requires several ion 
plasma periods. Then, we find that Jo/j«, is just less 
than unity for ^-fa^lO2, and decreases with both 
\pp and e-1. Since j/j„ is typically of order of 102 for 
such e and ^>, and has roughly the same dependence 
on e and \pp that JD/J«, has, it appears that jn/j will 
always be of order of 1%. Therefore, in any actual 
experiment j m will show a big peak due to j D , that 
will die off very rapidly ( T < 0 . 1 ) . After that, a second 
peak, due to j , will appear; this is the "overshoot" 
of interest here. 
An alternative way of measuring Tj would be to 
apply a potential pulse of width 3/wpi (instead of the 
stepwise potential discussed so far) to the probe. 
If the time average now extends from a few electron 
plasma periods before the beginning of the pulse up 
to a few electron plasma periods after the pulse is 
ended, it is easy to verify that the displacement cur-
rent averages to zero. 
The requirement that the probe potential for r < 0 
(call it Vp~) be zero, only means, of course, that 
Vp~ must be small in some sense, since the plasma 
potential can never be known exactly. To clarify this 
point, let us consider a series of measurements for 
different values of \pp~= —eVP~/icTe, and let us call 
j/j„=I(fa) so that 1(0) is given by Eq. (33). From 
steady-state theory2 one knows nf and ni~ as func-
tionals of fa(nc, ni~, and i/r-=— eV~/xTe being the 
ion and electron densities, and the potential field, for 
T < 0 ) so that it is possible to determine the gross 
behavior of \lr(p, fa, 0, e). We then find that I « J ( 0 ) 
for fa within a certain neighborhood of zero, while 
for fa outside it, / decreases as | fa \ increases. 
Thus, I passes through a maximum at ^ , " = 0 . The 
reason why I decreases for \j/p~ positive and larger 
than some value is that the angular momentum of 
the ions around the probe, at T < 0 , is substantially 
increased by the field i/--, so that the boundary of A* 
in Fig. 2 moves down. This effect depends on 0 so 
that the width of the maximum of I for fa>0 de-
creases with /J. On the other hand, the decrease of I 
for ^jT<0 is due to the depletion of ions caused by 
the repelling field fa, the penetration of this field inside 
the plasma is governed by the electrons so that it 
does not depend on j3. Thus, the width of the maxi-
mum of I for ipp~<0, for small /3, is essentially inde-
pendent of /3: as /3—>0 one need not use a vanishingly 
small fa. We can roughly state that I(—fa<0.1)PH 
1(0) for j3«l and r»0 .1 . 
In a real situation, then, the way to proceed is as 
follows, Both the floating potential (relative to an 
arbitrary origin) and Te will be assumed to be known, 
so that the plasma potential can be determined, 
within about ±KTe/e vs (typically —eVf/KTem4r-6). 
One should then obtain a steady state at the most 
negative potential of this range, measure jm(t) after 
the application of the potential Vp, and repeat this 
procedure at intervals of, AVP~=+0.1 KTe/e, until 
a turning point (maximum) of / is reached. If the 
maximum of / is reached at only one station Vv*~, 
it may be convenient to repeat the procedure around 
Fj,* - using a smaller value of AFjT. Once 7max has 
been found, and only then, one should apply the 
algorithm for the determination of 2\- that was in-
dicated at the beginning of this section. We conclude 
that the sensitivity of I to \j/v~ is not a drawback of 
the method since the plasma potential can be de-
termined along with TV 
For a given probe radius and plasma density, there 
is a natural lower bound to the range of ion tem-
peratures that can be measured with this method.6 
Note that Ti can be determined only if i)>\, that is, 
„«(/3/e2) (4/W2) [r2/(ir+Vg2T>) ] > 1, (46) 
which means that the ion Debye length must be 
larger than the probe radius; (the minimum j3 is 
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about 2X10"4 for e=10-2, about 10~2 for «=10"1, and 
slightly less than 10~l for e= 10-1'2). If the value of X 
found from Eq. (41) is less than unity, one can de-
termine i} and then T,-; if, on the other hand, X is 
very close to unity, one can only say that r?<l, and, 
therefore, all that can be determined is an upper 
limit to Ti. 
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APPENDIX 
For 0o<ir/2, the time of flight to the probe is 
\dr) 
where (dp/dr)2 is given by Eq. (27). Expanding 
(dp/dry around 2<r2[-i/'J)5 ln(p/p0)+/3* cos2*,] we 
find 
*"f*Ri 
. S * r W » * T0«S5T 
fac*\ erf ( l n p o + a ^ ^ - e r f f a * / ^ ) " 2 tion T < T W « 2 . 8 0 . 
for cj}Q>ir/2, provided that now the erf functions in-
side the bracket add to each other. 
We next expand erfc(a0*/2)1/2 for small ac* to 
within 1% and write 
erf (lnPo+ac72)1/2T erf (a.72)1 '* 
«[ l-(2a*/7r)1 / 2cos0o] 
X [l-erfc(lnpo+«o72)1 / 2 /{l- (2a*/T)1/2 cos*,}]. 
We approximate the second bracket as 
l-erfc(ln {po[l- (2a*/7r)1'2 co s^ l - a* ) - 1 ' * } ) 1 " . 
This is exact for either a*—>0 or p0—•<». Otherwise, 
there is an error that vanishes at some 4>o between 0 
and 7r, and has opposite signs for larger and smaller 
angles; this leads to a partial error balance. For 
TO>0.1 (so that po is large) and a*<0.1 the error is 
at most about a few percent. Finally, we obtain 
Pmax2=<r2(l-c**)[l- (2a*/*-)1'2 cos*,]-2, (A4) 
where a is given by Eq. (35). We have written pmax 
for po and r for TO; Eqs. (A4) and (35) now represent 
the maximum po collected at time T for a given *,. 
The dependence of Eq. (A4) on tj>o and a* is remark-
ably simple. Note that condition po <pm together with 
Eqs. (A4) and (35) lead to the more useful condi-
exp\TJTT 
-a* s inV 0 -^^W/p m 2 ] 1 / 2 
(Al) 
with an error of (at most) a few percent; ac* = ct* cos2*0 
and gi(y)s31 'V[(erfc(3y/2)1/Verfc(y/2)1 '2)-l]. For 
<£o>ir/2, we get 
TO^ToVJT— * ) ) + ' 
1—a*-Pp02/pm2 
2a f*(l-2?po2/pM2) X 1-
3( l -a 0 *-vpo 2 /p m 2 ) 2 . 
To obtain d*(r) we integrate over po up to either 
Pmax (0o, r) or PA(*O), whichever is the smallest, and 
then integrate over *0. We again schematically drew 
the boundaries of A* in Fig. 6. We also included 
several curves of the pmax[*o, o-(r)] = constant family. 
Notice that there is a value ox such that if <r<aL, 
then pmax(</>o, <r) and PA(*O) do not intersect; for 
<J>CL there are two intersection points, at angles *i(<r) 
and <fe(o-). At G=<?L, we have *i=*2; <rL is given by 
a* = h(crL), where 
(A2) 
h(<r) = 
the second term comes from the range p>po, where 
(dp/dr)2 can be approximated by a polynomial of 
second degree in p. 
From Eq. (Al) we get 
po2 [erf (lnp0+a/y2)i'2-erf(ao*/2)i'2] 
«pM2To2(l-a*)/(7r+g#T2) (A3) 
by approximating exp( — aa*) (1—a* sin2*,) by 
1 —a* (error of less than 1% for a*<0.1), and the 
function g2 (<*<>*) =gi(a<>*) exp(—ac*) erfc(a<.*/2) by 
f2=0.75 £gt(y) varies between 0.732 and 0.782 for 
0<y<0.1] . We also approximated 1+T""15,g2r2[l— 
erfc(lnpo+a0*/2)1/Verfc(a0V2)1/2]-2 by I + T T - ^ T 2 ; 
this follows from the fact that pm2 is very large. If 
one neglects some terms of (A2) that contribute less 
than 3% of p02(*o>ir/2) (and therefore little more 
than 1% of A*), one finds that Eq. (A3) also holds 
W 2 2/ln<r2-l\2 
m'-iK'-?j 
If we write d* = d\*—#2*, where 4* corresponds to the 
area of the probe and of that part of the shaded 
region that lies inside the curve po=pmax(0o, c), we get 
di*£biro-s, 
dt^Tt+c* sin-V-i-f (<r2- iy'2-2a(2a*/ir) 
(AS) 
1/2 
for TOZ,=T(OX) , with an error of less than 1%. For 
T>TL, dz* is still given by (A5) but for di* we now 
have 
di*= / Pmax2 (*o, a) d(t>0+ / PA*(<t>o) d<j)0 
+ / Pmax2(<K ff) #0 . (A6) 
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FIG. 6. Diagram for the determination 
of d*(r). 
The first and third integrals can easily be carried out. 
To calculate the second integral we approximate 
pA2(4>o) from Eq. (29) by 
PA^ia* sinVo+P/p^2)"1 ln[1.32pa2 
X expa*(a*+f/pj) {a* sin^o+P/p^)-1]. (A7) 
The maximum error in this approximation is 7.7% 
at a* = 0.1 for a certain value of <j>; obviously 
PA2 d<t>0 
will be more accurate [the more so since the error 
in Eq. (A7) can have either sign]. Moreover, (1) after 
the integration is performed we again use the exact 
form for pA, so that the error is reduced, and (2) the 




to d* is minimum. The error due to the use of Eq. 
(A7) should be, at most, a few percent. The final 
expression for &I*(T>TL) is long and complicated. 
From Eqs. (8), (10), and (11) it follows that 
J . J ' i M , , « ["da* I a*\ 
where a*/a = P*/p = mi(vi*)2/2icTi. The integral of d2* 
can easily be carried out and leads to the Xs term in 
Eq, (34). In the integral of &i*, Eq. (A5) must be 
used for a*<h(a) and Eq. (A6) for a*>h(<r). After 
considerable simplification one obtains the X\ and X2 
terms of Eq. (34) with an error of less than 1%. 
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